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1 TOPOLOGY PROCEEDINGS Volume 3 1978 

A SURVEY PAPER ON SOME BASE AXIOMS 

c. E. Aull 

Dedicated to the memory of E. W. Chittenden. (see postscript) 

1.	 Introduction 

Base axioms along with the related fields of metrization 

and generalized metric spaces are among the most active areas 

of research in general topology. For excellent recent surveys 

in these fields see [B13], [HID] and [N4]. In this survey we 

discuss costratifiable base axioms and study them in regard 

to metrization, mappings, the conversion of covering and local 

properties to base properties, countable product theorems and 

the impact of set theory on these axioms. The surveyed axioms 

range from the early ones like the development and the point 

countable base to more recent ones such as the weak-uniform 

base. This is an attempt to bring some organization into the 

vast amount of work done in this field. There will be a few 

minor new results and a l~.st of unsolved problems at the end. 

2.	 Costratifiable Base Axioms 

A base axiom (or the base itself) is called costrati

liable if a Tl , stratifiable (M3 ) space is metrizable iff it 

satisfies the base axiom. Most base axioms in the literature 

are costratifiable, but there are others, such as the Mi 

axioms of Ceder [Cl], a-minimal bases and the quasi-uniform 

bases of Lutzer [L2] that are not. Important results on M

spaces have been obtained recently, including the equivalence 

of M2 and M3 , proved independently by Gruenhage [G4] and 

i 



2 Aull 

Junnila [J2], and the result of Burke, Engelking and Lutzer 

[BI2] that a hereditarily T space with a a-HCP base (HC~ = 
3 

Hereditarily Closure Preserving) is metrizable. For earlier 

results, see particularly works of Borges [B8], [B9], and [BID]. 

In response to a question of the author [AS], Bennett and 

Berney [BI], and Lutzer [BS] have explored the relationship 

between a-minimal bases and quasidevelopments and have also 

obtained other results. It is shown in [BI] that a-minimal 

bases are not costratifiable. 

The costratifiable bases will be divided into three over

lapping configuration types according to whether they compare 

with developments, or with point-countable bases, or with 

bases of quasimetrizable spaces. Two bases, the weak uniform 

base and the orthobase, do not fit any of these configurations. 

However, if a WUB space has no isolated points, it has a 

point-countable base, so it will be treated with the point-

countable configuration. 

3. The Developmental Configuration 

Definition 1. For a topological space (X,]), a subcol

lection V of ] is called a 

(a) uniform base (orthobase, (OB»), if every infinite 

subfamily V' of V containing a given point is a base at some 

point (or n{v: V E V'} is open) , 

(b) quasidevelopment (QD) if V u~. and if x E T E ], 
i=l 1 

then there exists an n and a G such that x E G E ~ , and if n 

x E G' E ~n then G' c T. We will refer to each ~k as a col

lection of the quasi-development. If each member of the 

sequence covers X then the sequence is a development. A T3 
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space with a development is a Moore space, 

(c) base of countabZe order (BCO) if any sequence 

B :::J B :::J ••• of distinct members of V, each of which conl 2 

tains the point p, forms a neighborhood base at p, 

(d) primitive base (PRIM) if V = U Wand each W is a 
i=l n n 

well-ordered open cover of X, and whenever x E U, for U open 

in X, there are positive integers nand k such that x belon9s 

to n elements of W and the nth such element is a subset of
k 

U. 

~ QD ------~) (oe-base) 

UB DEV. ~PRIM fe-space] 
~ ~ ~ 

{OB} - - -r BCO~ 

The developmental configuration. Parentheses [brackets] 

indicate that the axiom is treated under the point-countable 

[quasimetric] configuration. Dotted lines indicate an impli

cation if the space is connected. The axiom {OB} is not 

strictly part of the developmental configuration. 

The oldest of the costratifiable bases is the develop-

mente To the author's knowledge this axiom first appeared in 

a paper by Chittenden and Pitcher [C7] in 1919. In this paper 

it was proved that a compact T3 developable space is countably 

compact and metrizable. Some related ideas appeared in a 

paper by Hedrick in 1911 [H8]. The term development was used 

in a book by E. H. Moore [M3] for something far more general 

than current usage. A method for putting a distance function 

on a development was introduced in that book. The evolution 

of the usage of the term developable can be traced through 
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[C6], [CS] and [M4]. An important landmark in developable 

spaces was the Alexandroff Urysohn Metrization Theorem [AS]. 

However, developable spaces were not studied extensively and 

in depth until R. L. Moore's classic exposition "Foundations 

of Point Theory" appeared. Some work on these spaces is also 

in Tukey [T4]. Two other landmarks are Jones' paper [Jl] 

introducing the normal Moore space problem to the literature 

and Bing's classic metrization paper [B7] which includes the 

result that collectionwise normal T developable spaces arel 

metrizable. 

Jones [Jl] showed that, under the continuum hypothesis, 

separable T spaces have the property that every uncountable4 

subset has a limit point, so that normal separable Moore 

spaces are metrizable under this hypothesis. 

It has been shown by Przymusinski and Tall [P4] that 

under (MA +~CH) there exists a metacompact c.c.c., nonmetriza

ble, normal, nonseparable, Moore space. Worrell [W9] and 

Wage [Wl] have constructed examples, without set theoretic 

assumptions, of nonnormal collectionwise T Moore spaces.
2 

Results on the general case and many special cases of the 

normal Moore space conjecture can be found in Rudin's recent 

book [RS] on set theory and topology and in G. M. Reed's 

review of a paper of Alster and Pol [A6]. Some of these 

results are included in the following theorem: 

Theorem 1. Let (X,]) be a normal Moore space. Then 

(aJ X is metrizable iff X is collectionwise normal. 

(Bing [B7]) 

(bJ Under CH, X is metrizable if X is separable. (Jones 

[Jl] ) 
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(c) Under MA + ~CH~ X may be separable and locally com

pact or locally connected and not metrizable. 

(Rudin [RS]) 

(d)	 X is metrizable if X is metalindelof and locally 

separable or locally compact. 

(e)	 X is metrizable if X is locally connected and locally 

compact. (Reed and Zenor [R4]) 

(f)	 Under V = L~ X is metrizable if X is locally compact. 

(Fleissner [F4]) 

(g)	 Under the axiom of constructability~ X is collection-

wise Hausdorff. (Fleissner [F4]) 

(h)	 X is metrizable if X is collectionwise Hausdorff and 

locally separable. (Worrell [W9] and Alster and 

Pol [A6] independently) 

(i)	 It is consistent with ZFC that X be collectionwise 

Hausdorff and not metrizable. (Fleissner [F3]) 

M. E. Rudin [RS] has conjectured the existence of 

such a space without any set theoretic assumptions 

beyond the axiom of Choice. 

The results of Worrell are results from his 1961 thesis that 

have been published recently [W9]. 

Theorem 2. (Arhangel'skiI [A9] and Heath [H4]) A 

Tl-space is the open n-image of a metrizable space iff it is 

a deve lopab z'e space. (A map f: X -+- Y is called a n-map if, 

for each y E Y and each open set U containing y, d(f-l(y), 

X - f-l(U» > 0.) 

See	 Gitting's survey paper [Gl] on mappings for 
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background and for Ponomarev's contributions. 

Results on developable spaces have been so numerous that 

it is beyond the scope of this paper to mention them all. 

However, one might look at the methods of Reed for construct

ing examples, starting with [R2], and Green's work on com

pleteness and the embedding of Moore spaces, starting with 

[G3] • 

A special case of the developable space is the space 

with a uniform or point-regular base of Alexandroff [A2] 

which is a metacompact developable space. These spaces have 

a very interesting mapping characterization: 

Theorem 3. (Arhangel'skii [A7] and Hanai [HI]) A 

Tl-space has a uniform base iff it is the compact open image 

of a metric space. 

However, the composition of two compact open maps is not 

necessarily a compact open map. The class of all successive 

compact images of a space is referred to as the Arhangel'skii 

class MOBI, which will be discussed later. 

Orthobases were introduced by Nyikos [N7]; Lindgren 

noted that they are direct generalizations of uniform bases, 

and Phillips [PI] showed that a connected space with an ortho

base has a BeG. Nyikos [N7] had previously shown that a para

compact, OB, T2-space that is connected and locally connected 

or locally compact is metrizable. In an OB-space, k, q, 

sequential, EO and first countable are equivalent [N7]. See 

[GI], [LI], [N7], [N8] and [ell for properties of OB-spaces 

in connection with non-archimedean spaces, protometrizable 

spaces, dimension theory and other base axioms. Also see the 
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sections on the other base axioms which follow. 

Quasidevelopable spaces were introduced by Grace and 

studied by Bennett [B3]. A little earlier, Wicke and Worrell 

[W5] had introduced the 8-base. Bennett, Lutzer and Burke 

[B5] showed the equivalence of the above two concepts. 

Theorem 4. The following are equivalent for a topologi

cal space (X,J): (In [A13] ~ except (a) +-~ (b) as noted above) 

(a)	 (X,]) has a Q-D. 

(b)	 (X,J) has a 8-betse. (Definition 2c). 

(c)	 (X,J) has a 8-base such that B (n ) has order 1 
x 

(line 4, Definition 2c) 

(d)	 If (X,J) is essentially Tl~ there is a base B = uBn 

for (X,J) such that every a-refinement is a base. 

{A family A = uA is a a-refinement of a familyn 

B = uBn if, for each n, U{A: A E An} 

and the family A is a refinement of B .)
n	 n 

(e)	 There is a base B = uBn for (X,J) such that every 

a-refinement is a QD. 

(f)	 (X,J) is a weak a-space and has a o8-base. 

Property (e) is readily seen to be satisfied by de

velopable spaces, with the stipulation that each B covers n 

X, and (d) can be extended in a similar manner. From (e) 

one would expect that if a QD-space has a certain base pro

perty then there is a QD for the space with that base pro

perty. From (c), (d), and (f) various results follow on con

verting hereditary covering properties or hereditary collec

tionwise normal properties into corresponding base properties. 

For instance, a hereditarily metalindelof QD-space has a 
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point-countable base and is hence metrizable if it is locally 

separable. We note that from F. B. Jones' [J4] result (that 

under CH, a completely T4 separable space is hereditarily 

HI-compact) it follows that, under CH, completely T locally4 

separable QD-spaces are metrizable. We note also that per

fect (T metacompact, complete) QD-spaces are (completely)3 , 

developable [B3]. 

To the author's knowledge, relatively little is known 

about the mapping properties of QD-spaces. Burke [BII] has 

some interesting results on maps involving some special cases 

involving perfect maps, but as of yet it is unknown as to 

whether QD-spaces are preserved under perfect maps. It would 

be interesting to know whether class MOBI spaces are quasi-

developable, a question posed by Bennett. 

Another interesting generalization of developable bases 

is the BCD. Of the costratifiable bases studied here, it is 

one of the two known to be preserved under both perfect and 

compact open maps (regularity is needed for the latter). No 

other of the base axioms discussed can be said to have a 

better mapping theory; for, in addition, we have: 

Theorem 5. [W8] 

(aJ A Tl-space S has a BCD iff there is a metric space 

(M,d) and an open continuous mapping f of M onto S 

such that, for each xES, f-l(x) is complete with 

respect to the metric d. 

(bJ A Tl-space S has a monotonically complete BCD iff S 

is the open continuous image of a complete metric 

space. 
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The monotonically complete BCO spaces in (b) are often

called complete Aronszasjn spaces [All]. This special class 

of BCO spaces originated in 1930, but the BCO was introduced 

by Arhangel'skii [A7] in 1962. 

Every 8-refinable (hereditary weakly 8-refinable) [para

compact] BCO space is developable (QD) [metrizable] ([W4], 

[B4], [W4]). Bennett and Berney [B4] have shown that a QD 

S-space has a BCO,and this has been generalized by Fletcher 

and Lindgren [F8] to show that a quasi-S-space that is a 8-spac~~ 

has a BCO if it is regular. Reed [Rl] has shown that there 

is an additional tie between BCO's and QD's in that every BCO 

space has a dense QD-subspace. 

The primitive base is a generalization of both the QD 

and the BCO. Wicke and Worrell [W4] have shown that a space 

is essentially T and has a base of countable order iff itl 

has a primitive base and closed sets are sets of interior 

condensation locally. 

Wicke [W2] has shown that primitive bases are preserved 

by compact open mapping and, in fact, by inductively open 

mappings. 

4. The Point- Countable Configuration 

Definition 2. For a topological space (X, J), a base B is 

(a) a point-countable base if, for each x E X, B is of 

countable order; (abbreviated PCB) . 

(b) a a-poin t finite (a-disjoin t) [a-loca lly coun tab le] 

base if B is the countable union of point-finite families 

(pairwise disjoint families) [locally countable families]; 

(abbreviated a-PF, (a-DJ) and [a-LC]). 
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(c) a 6-base (56-base) if B = Un {B (n): n ~ I} and, 

given an open set T c X and a point x E T, there is an n 
x 

such that B(n ) has finite (countable) order at x and there x 

exists B E B(n ) such that x E BeT. A family mis of finite x 

(countable) order at x if x belongs to a finite (countable) 

number of members of m. 
(d) a weak uniform base if no two point subset of X is 

contained in infinitely many members of B. 

(UB) • WUB 
t ~ 

(0 - DJ) ~ 0 - PF ~ PCB ~ 56 - B 

o - LCB / 

The point countable configuration. The axiom (UB) is 

in the developmental configuration. The dotted line indi

cates an implication subject to restrictions on the isolated 

points. 

Point-countable bases were introduced by Alexandroff and 

Urysohn in 1929, [A4], where it was proved that locally 

separable spaces with point-countable bases are rnetrizable. 

Spaces with point-countable bases have mapping theorems com

parable to those of BCD spaces. Point-countable bases are 

also preserved under both perfect [F2] and compact open map

pings. Also we have the following beautiful result of Ponomarev 

[P2] : 

Theorem 6. A space has a point-countable base (first 

countable base) iff it is the open S-image (open image) of a 

metric space. (The term S-image means the image under a map 

whose point inverses satisfy the second axiom of countability.) 
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Unlike the compact open mappings, the open S-mappings are 

closed under composition so that the property of having a 

point-countable base is preserved under these mappings. 

Using his result [M2] that a strong L-space with a 

point-countable separating open cover is a a-space, combined 

with Heath's results [H5] that a semimetrizable space with a 

PCB is developable and that a a-space is semistratifiable, 

Michael established that a paracompact L-space with a PCB is 

metrizable. These and other results led the author [A13] to 

introduce the 68-base, a generalization of both the PCB and 

the QD. In particular, the author was able to replace PCB 

with 68-B and use Heath's method to prove that a semistrati

fiable space is developable iff it has a 68-base. Chaber 

[C3] used some interesting new methods to generalize Michael's 

metrization result by replacing PCB with 68-B and replacing 

L with a monotonic S-space (Definition 3). Most metrization 

theorems involving a PCB have been generalized to ones in

volving a 68-B, a notable exception being the local separa

bility theorem of Alexander and Urysohn [A4] mentioned 

earlier. Questions 2, 3, and 4 of [A16] have been answered 

in the affirmative. 

The spaces with a-point finite bases (a-disjoint bases) 

are precisely the hereditarily a-metacompact (hereditarily 

screenable) QD-spaces [A13]. If they are perfect (perfectly 

T ) then the spaces have a uniform base (are metrizable,4

[A1S]). Arhangel'skii [A9] proved that a Tl-space with a 

a-point finite base is metrizable iff it is perfectly normal 

and collectionwise normal. Wicke and Worrell [W3] were able 

to replace a-PF by QD in this theorem. R. W. Heath and 
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G. M. Reed [Bll] have shown that a a-DJ base is not neces

sarily preserved under a perfect mapping in contrast to 

Filippov's result that a a-PF base is preserved under a 

perfect mapping. In regard to a-DJ bases, Hunsaker and 

Lindgren [H13] have shown that a space has a a-DJ base iff it 

has a QD{Gi } with the property that, for each X E X, 
o 

2 2{St (x,G ): X E St (x,G )} is a base for the neighborhoodsn o n 

of x . o 

Another interesting special case of the PCB is the 

a-locally countable base. Fedorcuk [Fl] has shown that T3 

spaces with a-LCB's are metrizable iff they are paracompact. 

The author [A12] has shown that there is a pattern of con

version from covering properties similar to that of developa

ble spaces (see Theorem 6); some of the same patterns were 

found independently by Shiraki [S2]. Mor~ recently, extending 

this pattern, Fleissner and Reed [F5] have shown that a sub

paracompact space with a a-LCB is developable. Significantly 

they have shown that in general a T3-space with a a-LCB may 

not be even normal or paralindelof, and even that a developa

ble space may not be normal or countably paracompact. Gruen

hage has constructed a a-LCB space that is not developable, 

perfect or 8-refinable. It would be interesting to know if 

collectionwise normal Tl-spaces with a a-LCB are metrizable. 

Another interesting base which fits in here, if one 

ignores isolated points, is the weak uniform base. In general, 

a space with such a base is not even first countable. To the 

author's knowledge the only publications on this base are 

[H7] and [Dl]. In [H7] it was established that WUB-spaces 

have a Go diagonal and that countably compact T WUB-spaces3 
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are metrizable and, with various conditions on the isolated 

points, the WUB-spaces will have a first countable base, a 

o8-B or a PCB, according to the restrictions. Furthermore, 

based on a result of Slaughter [S4], this base is not pre

served under perfect mappings; in fact, it is not preserved 

under finite-to-one closed mappings. In [01] further studies 

on the restrictions on the isolated points were made and it 

was shown that a WUB-space with at most c isolated points has 

a PCB and that there exists a Moore space with a WUB that is 

not metacompact. It was further shown that, under Martin's 
wO

axiom and < 2 , there is a normal Moore space with a WUBw2 

that has no PCB. Of interest is an unpublished result of 

Lindgren that a space with a WUB and a a-Q base without iso

lated points has a a-PF base. Since a WUB-space has a Go 

diagonal, a WUB-space with an orthobase is QD and, if the 

isolated points form an Fo-set, it is developable and a-Q, 

[Ll] (if there are no isolated points it is UB). See [Ll] 

for results on Go-diagonals and quasi-Go diagonals, in con

nection with OB-spaces. 

5.	 The Quasimetric Axis 

Definition 3. A topological space (X,]) is 

(a) a a-Q space [F9] if there is a base for the space 

which is the countable union of Q families. (A Q famiZy is 

a family such that the intersection of the members of an 

arbitrary subfamily is open.) 

(b) a 8-space [Hll] if there is a function g from N x X 

into] such that (i) x E n~=lg(n,x) for each x E X, and (ii) 

if Yn E g(n,p) and {p,x } c g(n,y ) for n = 1,2,3,··· then pn n 
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is a cluster point of {x }. If we do not require p E g(n'Yn)n 

then X is called a y-space. (Note: a space is called a 

S-space if it satisfies (i) and if p E g(n,x ) for n n 

1,2,···, then the sequence {x } has a cluster point. If n 

the cluster point is specified to be p then the space is semi

stratifiable. Some generalizations are quasi-S, defined in 

[F9], and monotonic S and monotonic semistratifiable spaces 

as defined in [C3]. If we replace (ii) by: if {p,x } ~ n 

g(n'Yn) for n = 1,2,··· then p is a cluster point of the 

sequence {x }, then we have a characterization of developablen 

spaces.) 

(c) an O-metric space if there is a function p mapping 

X x X into the set of nonnegative reals such that p(x,y) = 0 

iff Y x and a set F c X is closed iff p(x,F) > 0 whenever 

x f F. X is quasimetric (nonarchimedean quasimetric) if, in 

addition, for'x,y,z E X the triangle inequality p(x,z) 2 

p (x, y) + P (y , z ) ho 1d s , ( p (x, z ) < max { p (x, y) , p (y , z)} holds) . 

(0 - OJ) -+ (0 - PF) --r 0- Q ~QM ----+- Y ~ 8 

{UB}/ 

The QM-axis. Parentheses {brackets} indicate parts of 

the point-countable configuration {developable configuration}. 

Heath first characterized developable spaces and Nagata 

spaces by the method in Definition III (b) and Hodel [HI1] 

summarized the study of these spaces and introduced new 

characterizations and new axioms, including S, y and 8. 

Chaber [C3] studied monotonic generalizations of some of 

these. The axiom S is not a base axiom and will be studied 
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in connection with the metrization of costratifiable base 

axioms. The axioms a-Q, y and e are important in regard to 

quasimetrization and quasiuniform structures. Sion and Zelmar 

[S3] and Norman [N6] proved that having a a-point finite base 

was a sufficient but not necessary condition for the quasi

metrizability of a T space.
3 

The a-Q base was probably first studied by Cedar [Cl] in 

a paper in which he showed that an M space with a cr-Q basel 

is metrizable. Fletcher and Lindgren [FlO] showed that, for 

a Tl space, the existence of a a-Q base is equivalent to the 

existence of a non-archimedean quasi-metric, which in turn is 

equivalent to having a compatible transitive quasi-uniformity 

with a countable base. Kofner [Kl] proved similar results 

and the result that having a a-Q base is equivalent to satis

fying Hodel's strong first axiom of countability. 

Fletcher and Lindgren [F7] also showed that a topological 

space is a y-space iff it either: 

(a)	 is a co-Nagata space; or 

(b)	 admits a local quasi-uniformity with a countable 

base; or 

(c)	 is a first countable Nagata space; or 

(d)	 has an O-metric such that (1) for n E N, g(n,x) c 

{Ylp(x,y) < 1/2n }, and (2) if F is a closed subset 

of X, K is a compact subspace of X, and F n K = ~, 

then p(F,K) > 0; or 

(e)	 satisfies (d), (1) and (2), and the property that if 

lim p(x,x ) = a and lim p(xn'Y ) = 0, then lim n	 nn+oo n+oo	 n+oo 
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Using (e), Nedev and Choban [N5] proved that y-spaces 

are preserved under perfect maps. 

The metrization of y-spaces has been studied by Martin 

[Ml] using generalizations of Nagata spaces. Previously, 

Hodel [H1D] had shown that a T y-space is metrizable iff it3 

is a Nagata space or an M space, and that a y-space is3 

developable iff it is as-space. 

In [HI1] Hodel introduced e-spaces and showed that semi

stratifiable e-spaces are developable. Fletcher and Lindgren 

have made an extensive study of e-spaces and their equivalences, 

and their relationships with other base axioms and linearly 

ordered spaces. For instance, a space with a primitive base 

is a e-space, and quasi-S-spaces that are e-spaces are BCD 

spaces. All but four of the other costratifiable base axioms 

are stronger than this axiom. We might note that, unfortun

ately, the term e-base is used in connection with QD-spaces 

which are considerably stronger than e-spaces. Nyikos [N8] 

has shown that o-Q is equivalent to e if X is a paracompact 

OB-space. 

8. Conversion Patterns 

Definition 4. A family of sets is 

(a)	 a-O if it is a-disjoint, 

(b)	 a-l if it is a-relatively locally finite, i.e., if 

it is the union of a denumerable number of families, 

each locally finite at each point of its union, 

(c)	 a-2 if it is a-point finite, and 

(d) a-3 if it is point countable. 

A topological space is a-k refinabZe if every open cover 
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has a a-k refinement. A topological space is CN-k if, for 

every discrete family {D }, there is a a-k family {G } such a a 

that D C G for each a, and Db n G ~ for b ~ a. HCN-k a a a 

will indicate that every subspace is CN-k. 

Theorem 7. [In [A12] or [A13] except as noted and except 

for results on Q.] 

Consider the following properties: 

(a) X has a a-k base, 

(b) X is a-k refinable, 

(q) X is hereditarily a-k refinable, 

(d) X is CN-k, and 

(e) X is hereditarily CN-k refinable. 

Then, (1) for any space X, (a) -+ (c) -+ (b) and (e) .+- (d); 

(2) if k = 1, and X is normal and hereditarily countabZy 

paracompact, then (c) -+ (e); 

(3) if k = 2 and X is hereditarily metacompact then 

(c) -+ (e); (based on [N2] and [S5]); 

(4) if k = 3 then (c) -+ (e); 

(5) for BCO spaces, (c) -+ (a) for k = 0, 1, and 2; 

(6) for developable spaces, [A13], (d) -+ (a) for 

k 0,1,2,3 and Q ([F9]) and (c) -+ (a) for k = 3 and Q; 

(7) for QD-spaces, (c) -+ (a) and (e) -+ (a); 

(8) if X is a a-LCB space then (cJ -+ (aJ for k = 0,1,2,3; 

(9J if X is a-LCB and is weakly 8-refinable (subparacom

pact) then X is QD, [A12] or [52], (developable, [F:i]). 

We note that it is proved in [Ll] that orthocolnpact, 

hereditarily orthocompact and OB are equivalent in developable 

spaces. As a consequence, a-QB and OB are equivalent in a 
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developable space, [Ll]. 

Some of the bases are known to have the property that if 

Uis an open cover of a space such that each member has the 

base property in the relative topology, then the space has 

the base property. This is true of BCO spaces, primitive 

bases and 8-spaces. This is not true for developable spaces 

or spaces with point-countable bases. 

Theorem 8. Locally P + globally P~ if P is BCO~ primi

tive base or 8. If a space is 8-refinable (metacompact) then 

locally P + globally P~ if P is developable (if P is UB) 

[W7]. If X is hereditarily weakly 8-refinable (hereditarily 

a-metacompact) and locally S~ then locally QD + QD (locally 

a-PF + a-PF). 

The last results follows from the fact that QD + 6. 

Also, since 8 is hereditary and S is preserved with respect 

to closed sets, then X is locally BCO by a result of Fletcher 

and Lindgren, so that X is BCO and, by a result of Bennett and 

Berney, is QD. The result for cr-PF bases follows then from 

Theorem 7. 

7. Metrization 

Theorem 9. The following are satisfied for costratifiable 

base axioms. (For OB, first countability is added.) 

(1) T + 8 + paracompact + base axiom ~ metrizable;
3 

(2) 8 + 8-refinable + base axiom + developable; 

(3) T + semistratifiable + base axiom + collectionwise
3 

normal ~ metrizable; (semistratifiable spaces 

were introduced in [C9]); and, 
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(4) T + semistratifiabZe + base axiom ~ developabZe.3 

Proof. It will be sufficient to show that thE~se are 

satisfied for oS-bases, WUB and S-spaces. (1), (3), and (4 ) 

have been discussed for a o8-base. (2) follows from Chaber's 

result [C3] that monotonic B + o8-base => BCO. Heath and 

Lindgren showed that (3) and (4) are satisfied for a WUB, 

since a WUB is a o8-base if the isolated points form an 

Fa-set. Hodel [H9] has shown that a 8-refinable S--space 

with a weak Go-diagonal is semistratifiable. It follows 

that (1) and (2) are also satisfied for a WUB base since WUB 

spaces have a Go-diagonal. Hodel [Hll] has shown that (3) 

and (4) are satisfied for 8-spaces. (1) and (2) follow from 

the result of Fletcher and Lindgren [F9] that a T quasi-S,3 , 

8-space has a BCO. Lindgren and Nyikos [Ll] have shown that 

a semi-stratifiable space with an orthobase is developable 

and Phillips [PI] has shown that a first countable monotone 

S-space with a monotonic orthobase has a BCO; so (1), (2), 

(3), and (4) are satisfied for first countable orthobases. 

We are using, in most of these results, Bing's result that 

collectionwise T developable spaces are metrizable and Wicke4 

and Worrell's result [W4,] that 8-refinable Beo spaces are 

developable. 

Many metrization theorems involving M-spaces [M6], 

a-spaces [01], ~-spaces [N3], and M spaces [B9], followi 

from (1) and (3) since all of these spaces are S-spaces [H12], 

and some are semistratifiable. It is clear from (1) that a 

compact T space satisfying any of the costratifiable base3 

axioms is metrizable. In case of an orthobase it follows 
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from L + DB + T + paracompact => metrizability, [N7]. In3
 

[Hll] Hodel showed that a space that satisfies both Sand y
 

is developable. Hence a countably compact T y-space is3 

metrizable. As a consequence of a theorem of Worrell and 

Wicke announced in 1966 that all countably compact weak 

oS-refinable spaces are compact, it follows that countably 

compact T3-spaces with a oS-base are metrizable. Proofs of 

this theorem have been obtained by Wicke and Worrell [W5], 

Burke and Lutzer [B13], and Chaber [C3]. Heath and Lindgren 

proved that a countably compact T3-space with a WUB is 

metrizable. The space of countable ordinals is an example 

of a countably compact T BCD-space that is not metrizable.3 

The question is unsettled for DB spaces. Thus, for all bases 

except BCD, primitive bases, a-spaces, and DB-spaces: 

(5) countably compact + T + base axiom ~ metrizable.3 

Finally we note that with Smirnov's result that a T3 

locally metrizable space is metrizable iff it is paracompact, 

we can improve (1) as follows: 

(6) T + locally S + locally base axiom + paracompact
3 

<=> metrizability. (For DB, first countability 

added. ) 

We note in connection with this result that S is closed 

hereditary, and that all the costratifiable base axioms are 

hereditary. For most base axioms this conclusion is immediate 

but for some, like BCD [W3], the proof is involved. 

8. The Impact of Certain Countability Conditions 
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Countability conditions alone have little or no metriza

tion effect on the axioms of the quasimetric axis. Hodel 

[Hll] showed that the Sorgenfrey line has a cr-Q base, but it 

is well known to be a hereditarily Lindelof, hereditarily 

separable, T space. However, for any base axiom in the
4 

developmental configuration (OB not included): 

(7) T + hereditary Lindelof + base axiom ~ metrizable.
3 

And, for any base axiom in the point-countable configura

tion we have: 

(8)	 T 3 + hereditarily separable + base axiom ~ metriza

b le. 

There is an example consistent with V = L (Ostaszewski, 

[02]), that is perfectly T hereditarily separable, counta
4

, 

bly compact, and not metrizable and which, Burke and Lutzer 

[B13] point out, satisfies BCO. On the other hand, Tall [Tl]
 

KO Kl
 
has	 shown that, if 2 < 2 , then there is a T hereditarily

3 

Lindelof space with a point-countable base that is not metriza

ble. Thus, even with the additional requirement of a co

stratifiable base, we are involved with the problem of the 

existence of T S-spaces and T L-spaces. In a T QD space3 3 3 

each of hereditary separability, hereditary Lindelof and 

hereditary Kl-compact is equivalent to separability and me

trizability [B3]. We have already mentioned the impact of 

separability (local separability) in connection with developa

ble	 and QD-spaces (point-countable bases). 

9. Countable Products 
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Except for WUB and OB, all of the costratifiable bases 

are countably productive. One might note that WUB and OB 

are the two bases not satisfying the first axiom of counta

bility. Heath proved that aWUB base is not finitely produc

tive by showing that the product of any non first countable 

WUB with the real line does not have a WUBi if the product 

had a WUB, then being without isolated points it would satisfy 

the first axiom of countability. The cartesian product of an 

example of Corson and Michael (which has a a-disjoint base 

that is an OB and has a Go-diagonal, but which is not develop

able) with the real line does not have an OB, since an OB space 

with a Go-diagonal and no isolate~. points is developable. 

Lindgren first noted this. The countable productivity of 

primitive bases [W3] and BCO's [W4] are due to Wicke and 

Worrell, QD's to Bennett, 8-spaces to Fle~cher and Lindgren 

[F9], and y-spaces to Abernathy [AI]. The proofs for o8-base, 

PCB (folklore), a-PF, a-DJ, a-LC and a-Q are straightforward. 

The results for developable spaces (folklore) and uniform 

bases can be obtained from the countable productivity of QD's 

and a-PF bases respectively, using the countable productivity 

of a-spaces [01]. 

10. Perfect Maps, Compact Open Maps and the Class MOBI 

Stone [56] and Morita and Hanai [M7] proved that metriza

bility is preserved under a perfect map. Worrell [WIO] 

proved the analogous theorem for developable spaces and 

Fillipov [F2] proved it for PCB's and a-PF bases. We note 

that a proof of Fillipov's last result can be found in [Bll]. 

If we combine Worrell's result with these results, we have 
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that uniform bases are preserved under perfect maps, a theorem 

of Arhangel'skii [A7]. Heath and Reed [Bll] have an example 

of a space with a a-DJ base that is not preserved under perfect 

maps; and Heath and Lindgren [H7], using an example ~f 

Slaughter [54], have shown that WUB bases are not preserved 

under perfect maps. Nyikos has shown that OBIs are not pre

served under these maps. We have already mentioned that Wicke 

and Worrell showed that perfect maps preserve BCO's. Burke 

has announced that a-LCB's are also preserved. 

Nedev and ehoban [N5] have proved that perfect mappings 

preserve y-spaces, using formulations of Fletcher and Lindgren. 

Below we show that a-Q bases are preserved under these maps. 

(Compare with [51], Lemma 2.4.) At present the question is 

unsettled for 8-spaces, primitive bases, 88-bases, a-LCB 

bases, and QD's; Burke [Bll] has proved some special cases 

involving the latter. 

Theorem 10. The following types of bases are preserved 

under perfect maps (i.e. under a perfect map the image of 

a space with a certain type of base also has this same type 

base) : 

development~ UB~ PCB~ a-PF~ BCO~ y~ a-Q~ and a-LCB. 

The following are not: a-DJ~ WUB~ and OB. 

Proof that a-Q spaces are preserved under a perfect 

map: Let B U B be a a-Q base, where each B is a Q-nn=l n 

family, for the space (X,]). If ~ = {U{B: B E S}: 
n 

S c U B }, then V U V is a a-Q base for (X,]). Also
kk=l n=l n 

for K compact, T E ], and K c T, there is V E V such that 

K eve T. We note that each V is a Q family. Let f be the 
n 
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perfect map from X + Y. Then W= U W where W = {W = nn=l n 

Y ~ f(~V): V E V } is a a-Q base for V, the topology of Y. n 

Let y E U E V. Then there exists V E V such that f-l(y) c 

V c f-l(U), and y E Y ~ f(~U) cU. 

Under compact open maps, primitive bases in a T space
3 

[W3], BCO's [W4], and PCB's [P3], are known to be preserved. 

It is known that uniform bases [AG], developable spaces [W8], 

a-DJ bases, and a-PF bases are not preserved; under these 

maps, as previously mentioned, the minimal class of T spacesl 

containing all metric spaces and closed under open compact 

mappings is known as Arhangel'skil's class MOBI. A member 

of the class MOBI has a point-countable base and, if T it
3

, 

has a BCO, but it may not be developable, metacompact or 

have a Go-diagonal [C4], even if it is Tychonoff. Hence WUB's 

are not preserved under compact open maps. It is unknown 

whether members of the class MOBI are QD, [B2]. For a dis

cussion of the class analogous to the class MOBI that con

tains all developable spaces, see [N2]. See [Gl] for results 

on other types of open maps. 

11. Examples 

The countable ordinals satisfy BCO but not y, o8-B, or 

WUB. The Sorgenfrey line [Hlll satisfies a-Q but does not 

have a primitive base, o8-base, or WUB. Corson and Michael 

[C8l have a hereditary paracompact T Lindelof space with a3 

a-disjoint base, an OB, and a WUB, which is not metrizable 

and hence does not have a BCO. The product of this space 

with the reals is not OB. Slaughter's [54] finite-to-one 
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closed image of the Michael line, being hereditarily para

compact and having a a-point finite base, has a a-DJ and is 

not BCO and, since it does not have a Go diagonal, it does 

not have a WUB [H8]. 

Heath [H6] has constructed an example of a T3! space 

with a UB that doesn't have a-DJ base or a a-LC base. We have 

mentioned the existence, under certain set theoretic assump

tions, of a T hereditarily Lindelof PCB space (hereditarily3 

separable BCO-sapce) which is not metrizable and hence does 

not have a primitive base (does not have a o8-base). The 

author's [A16] extension of an example of Mis~enko is a 

hereditarily paracompact T2-space with a point-countable base 

that does not have a BCO. Reed [R3] has constructed a Moore 

space without a PCB, and one with a PCB that does not have a 

UB. Gruenhage [G3] has an example of a PCB, OB space which 

is not a 8-space. Hodel [H12] has shown that an example of 

a Moore space of Heath's [H3] .that is not quasimetrizable, 

does not satisfy y. Kofner [Kl] has constructed an example 

of a quasimetric space that does not have a a-Q base. Gruen

hage has constructed an example of a-LCB, a-DJ space which 

is not developable, since it is not perfect. 

12. Some Questions 

1) For all base axioms such that countably compact T3 + 

base axiom ~ metrizable, is it true that T + S + collec3 

tionwise normal + base axiom ~ metrizability? It is true 

for y-spaces and developable spaces but what about QD, o8-B, 

and PCB spaces? 

2) Does there exist a reasonable costratifiable base 
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axiom weaker than all the axioms in this paper? 

3) Is a collectionwise normal T space with a o-LCB,3 

metrizable? Are o-LCB spaces also QD-spaces? 

4) Does there exist a normal nonmetrizable Moore space 

without using any axioms of set theory beyond the axiom of 

choice, as conjectured by Rudin [R5]? 

5) In regard to ortho-bases there are many unsolved 

problems. Here are some, essentially from [LI]. Is every 

collectionwise normal space with an OB, paracompact? Related 

to this is the question of whether every countably compact 

space with an OB is compact. Given an OB space, does y 7 

QM 7 a * -space (with 8-refinable added)? Is there a model of 

set theory in which every normal space with an ortho-base is 

paracompact? 

6) In regard to WUB we have the following questions from 

[H7]. Is every first countable space with a WUB, QD? Does 

every WUB developable space without isolated points have a UB? 

In [DI] it is asked if there is an example using only ZFC of 

a normal Moore space with a WUB that has no PCB. 

7) Are QM-spaces preserved under perfect maps? Related 

to this question, is every y-space quasimetrizable? See [F7] 

for the multiple source of these questions. Are y and QM 

spaces preserved under compact open maps [GI]? 

8) Are any of the following bases or spaces preserved 

under perfect mapping (a) QD [BII], (b) 88-B, (c) 8, or (d) 

P~IM? But, of more importance, can one set up a unified 

theory for perfect mappings of costratifiable base axioms? 

9) In regard to compact open mappings the question of 

preservation has been raised for the first three bases in 
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the previous question and (d) a-Q bases, (e) OB-spaces, and 

(f) WUB [H7]. In particular, is the class MOB I , QD [B2]? 

See [Gl] for other open mapping questions. 

Note: in regard to mapping questions it is sometimes 

difficult to assign a proposer because such natural questions 

may have multiple sources. Where we know a source of a ques

tion we will indicate i~though there may be other sources. 
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Many of the base axioms are of relatively minor importance 

and their future in general topology will depend on the de

velopment of an interesting mapping theory. Some spaces of 

major importance are developable spaces, BCO's and PCB's; 

developable spaces have proved to be a stimulus in topology 

for over a half century and have, particularly in recent 

years, provided a gateway for the use of set theory in mathe

matics. The mapping theory for BCO's and PCB's is very in

teresting. If you exclude the normal Moore space conjecture, 

one of the most interesting questions is whether y == QM. The 

reader should bear in mind that some sections of this paper 

will be obsolete by the time of publication, due to the activ

ity in this field. The author had to make many changes while 
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writing due to new results. 

14. Postscript 

Professor E. W. Chittenden, a very important mathematician 

in the early history of general topology, died on June 16, 

1977 at the age of 91. He was probably best known for his 

classic paper [CS] "On the equivalence of ecarte and voisinage" 

the results from which the Alexandroff-Urysohn metrization 

theorem is an easy consequence. In this paper Chittenden 

showed, as conjectured by Frechet in 1910, that every Frechet 

V-space is metrizable. In the V-space definition, the triangle 

axiom is replaced by the formally weaker condition that there 

exists a positive function f, with lim f(E) = 0, such that if 
E~O 

d (x, y) < E and d (y , z) < E, then d (x, z) < f (E) . 

Appendix 

Since the survey was submitted for publication many new 

results have been obtained. 

1. In regard to perfect maps, Burke (notices A.M.S. 1978) 

has shown that T QD's and primitive bases are preserved under2 

perfect maps. Kofner (to appear in Pac. J. Math.) has shown 

that QM's are also preserved under these maps. He also had 

obtained the result on a-Q bases earlier than the author 

(Theorem 10(g)). 

2. Burke showed that a 8-refinable a-LCB T3-space is 

developable. 

3. More results have been obtained on the normal Moore 

space problem by Rudin and Starbird, Nyikos, Shelah and Reed. 

4. Wicke (notices A.M.S. 1978) has studied costrati
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fiable bases that generalize both 8-spaces and spaces with 

PCB and one that also generalizes 88-bases. 
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